Child Labour (P&R) Act, 1986 & Central Rules, 1988

DISPLAY OF ABSTRACT OF THE ACT

1. Notice containing Abstract of Section 3 and section 14 in English and local language not displayed. [As per Section 12]

PERTAINING TO REGISTER AND RECORDS

1. Register in respect of Children employed or permitted to work was not maintained at all. [As per Rule 4]

2. Register in respect of children employed or permitted to work was not maintained in Form ‘2’ / was maintained in Form A but the following columns were missing. [As per Rule 4 read with section 11 of the Act].

PERTAINING TO WORKING CONDITION

1. The following children were required/permitted to work for………………hours, whereas…………permitted hours are prescribed for this establishment under……….Act/Rules. [As per section 7(1)]

2. The period of work of the following children inclusive of interval for rest is spread over more than six hours (including the time spend on waiting). [As per section 7(3).]

3. The period of the work of the following children exceeds three hours without and interval for rest for one hour. [As per rule 7(2).]

Other irregularities

____________________
____________________
____________________